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JOIN US AT THE

2ND GLOBAL WOMEN LEADERSHIP SUMMIT
A NEW PARADIGM OF FEMALE LEADERSHIP

OUR POWER SPEAKERS LINE UP TO BE ANNOUNCED IN JANUARY 2018

GLOBAL AWARD DINNER & ENTERTAINMENT NIGHT!
• Get Involved • Exhibit • Join Our Panel • Sponsor
• Become an Ambassador • Write an Article
• Feature in June 2018 Issue of Global Visionary Woman Magazine

Register now on Eventbrite or at:

WWW.GLOBALVISIONARYWOMENNETWORK.ORG
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I AM VOICE OF NATIONS

Voice of Nations (VON) is a “Behaviour Changed” award-winning life transforming Community
Interest Company based in Liverpool with a national/ international outreach. Our vision is to
transform the lives and status of young girls, women, and their families, so they can become aware
of their rights and full potential, and excel into positions of leadership and financial independenceliving a life of purpose and fulfilment.
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MESSAGE FROM

THE GLOBAL CHAIR & EDITOR
Beloved Readers,
It is a great pleasure and honour to welcome you on behalf of
my Global Team to the first edition of Global Visionary Woman
Magazine.

T

Dr Sylvia Forchap-Likambi
Founder & Global Chair of
Global Visionary Women Network

he Global Visionary
Woman Magazine (GVW)
was conceived and
birthed as another unique global
platform to reach out to millions
of men and women globally, and
empower, inspire, and transform
their mindsets and beliefs
through the inspiring messages,
stories, and courage of great/
courageous women and male
role models; who dared to
believe in themselves and in the
indispensable role of women in
paving the way forward to bring
about positive change in our
world.

exclusive and inspiring
interviews and success
strategies of Global Pioneers
and Champions that challenge
cultural/ societal stereotypes
and endorse equality, diversity,
and inclusiveness at all levels
of institutional/societal
development and leadership.
You will definitely be inspired by
the wisdom of these visionaries
and of our Royal Matron, HRH
Queen Naa Tsotsoo Soyoo I,
from the Ga tribe of Ghana,
who beautifully and majestically
graced the cover of this debut
issue.

The publication is intended to
inspire our female readers to
dream big; see beyond their
current status, background, or
gender; and courageously step
out of their comfort zones to
unleash their true potential and
thrive beyond cultural/ societal
labels, norms, and limitations.
On the other hand, we aspire to
inspire more male role models
and leaders to take the lead and
endorse female inclusiveness
and recognition at all levels of
our society.
In this first issue, we feature

This issue also features
our major activities and
achievements over the years,
showcases upcoming female
innovators and leaders in
different fields; while sharing
some amazing articles,
opportunities, and proposing
recommendations on how
women can take the lead
and drive change in their
lives, immediate families,
communities, and globally,
without necessarily giving
up their womanhood. It’s
undeniably resourceful and full
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of practical guides for those
looking at gaining insight into
some of the challenges faced by
today’s women/ female leaders,
and on how to overcome
them with integrity and remain
resilient—amidst all odds.
As a Global Magazine with
a keen interest in female
leadership and innovation, we
are committed to work with
women, male role models, and
institutions/corporate partners
that have a drive and passion
to reach out and impact more
women and young girls within
their immediate communities,
workplace, nationally, and/
or globally. Consequently, I
will like to encourage you to
participate in our next issue in
June 2018 and upcoming Global
Women Leadership Summit
on Saturday 3rd March 2018,
at The Marriott Marble Arch
Hotel, London. Until then, enjoy
the read and be blessed and
inspired.
You could also visit us at www.
globalvisionarywomennetwork.
org to find our more
opportunities.

OUR JOURNEY AND ACHIEVEMENTS IN PICTURES
GLOBAL CONVENTIONS, GLOBAL LEADERSHIP SUMMIT,
WOMEN IN BUSINESS SYMPOSIUM
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WE ARE VOICE OF NATIONS
We are well known for
our originality and radical
approach in empowering,
educating and unravelling
genuine transformation and
leadership from within the
most disadvantaged and
marginalized individuals of
society. Under the visionary
leadership of our founder
and CEO Dr Sylvia ForchapLikambi, we deliver innovative
and cutting edge consultations,
workshops, trainings, seminars
and conferences, strategically
designed to educate, empower,
mentor, inspire and transform
mindsets, while promoting
optimal health and wellbeing,
integration, inclusion, leadership,
and transformation within the
community and beyond.
VON continues to work very
closely with extremely hard-toreach and marginalized females,
youths, and families, as well
as partner organisations, and
pro-actively participates in
the provision of life changing
opportunities/services for such
groups. Backed by profound
need and demand, we have
launched the VON Men

Empowering Nations (VON
MEN) Project, to empower and
develop male role models within
the homes and communities, led
by male role models.

have gone into volunteering/
apprenticeship roles or
employment/ self-employment,
numbers which continue to
grow.

Our presence in the community
continues to inspire the
creation of a more vibrant,
optimistic, cohesive, dynamic,
and healthy community, as we
endlessly embark on a journey
of promoting equality, inclusion,
optimism, and team spirit within
the community and beyond.

In the current year, over 500
lives have been directly touched
by our programs; with 30
women currently benefiting
from our free ESF funded
intensive mentoring program,
which have been life changing.

Over the past years, we
have impacted and positively
transformed the lives of
thousands of women and
families in Merseyside and
beyond, by educating,
challenging, inspiring, and
empowering them to become
aware of their authentic identity,
worth, and life purpose, and
courageously embrace and
overcome potential challenges
and take actions to maximize
their potential and fulfil their
visions and life purpose. Over
500 of these women have
progressed to formal/ informal
education/ training, while others
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To support our work and enable
us impact more lives locally
and beyond, please visits our
website today at:
www.voiceofnations.org.uk
or email us at:
info@voiceofnations.org.uk

“

Over the past years,
we have impacted
and positively
transformed the
lives of thousands of
women and families
in Merseyside and
beyond.

“

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
QUEEN NAA TSOTSOO SOYOO I
Global Visionary Woman Magazine is honoured to share with you some profound words of wisdom
and inspiration, as we review the life, qualities and achievements of our Noble Matron and Royalty,
Queen Naa Tsotsoo Soyoo I, in an exclusive interview. Be inspired by this exclusive interview.
By Dr Sylvia Forchap-Likambi
“It is possible throughout our lives to feel the overwhelming
urge to give up. The difference between doing that and carrying on is our
passion.” Queen Naa Tsotsoo Soyoo I.
GVW: Could you please tell us
yourself?
I am Queen Naa Tsotsoo Soyoo
I, from The Ga Tribe of Ngleshie,
also known as James Town in
the Greater Accra Region of
Ghana in West Africa.
I hold a BA Joint Honours in
Law, Politics & International
Studies and a Postgraduate
in Project Management. I am
currently studying two diplomas,
one in Risk Management
and the other in Estate
Management.
As well as my various
community roles, I ran the Ten
Talents Skills-based Learning
Initiative, aimed at giving
young non-academic Africans
an alternative to conventional
African apprenticeships; and
I am the proud Royal Matron
of Global Visionary Women
Network. The vision is to
incorporate my role as Matron
of GVWN with my passion

to help tackle the causes of
Malaria and find solutions
beyond drugs intervention.
Seven years ago, at a very
challenging stage in my life, I
was suddenly chosen as Queen
and was thrust into the role
of Leadership at an even more
public level.
Either I sank or I swam; either
I hid or boldly took on the role
and made of it
what I could within the limits
of my circumstances. I chose
to swim, while teaching others
less able to swim too, and
have not looked back yet. I
carry out quite a number of
Philanthropic endeavours both
in the Diaspora and in Africa,
especially in Ghana which I aim
to continue to do, but in a more
structured manner.
The responsibility of a ruler,
especially one very involved
in the Diaspora, can be quite
daunting. Every day brings
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its own challenges and
expectations. To be able to
effectively balance the demands
of the role takes time and
learning through practice and
maturity. I feel I am at the stage
now where those elements are
finally aligning together.
GVW: What fuels and drives
you?
PASSION– It is possible
throughout our lives to feel the
overwhelming urge to give up.
The difference between doing
that and carrying on is our
passion. All it takes is the ability
to re-align our perspective or
re-evaluate our existing script.
Passion is the driving force
behind motivation and the thing
that pushes me ever forwards.
WISDOM–The courage to be
wise is often a real challenge
because it often means going
against my natural inclination to
act or not act in a certain way.

and truthfulness as displayed
through her books.
Paulo Coelho– For his wisdom,
and insight into the Human
Spirit.
The Obamas- For making the
challenge of public office appear
so effortlessly
cool and dignified in the face
of sometimes extraordinary
challenges. Also for
giving many young people
something to aspire to that is
innately positive.

Ga identity. The formidable
matriarchs of my family who will
fight tooth and nail for me but
refuse to allow me to disrespect
the opponent
or compromise my integrity for
the sake of being right.
My Children, because through
them I have found a new
perspective to life that provides
me with an excitingly vicarious
way for me to relive my youth
and it is great!
GVW: Who is your greatest
role model?
MY TOP THREE ROLE ARE
MODELS:
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
– Because she epitomises
all the complexities of the
Modern African Woman for
her unapologetic Africanness, intelligence, business
acumen, dignity, fearlessness,

GVW: In your experience,
what is The African Woman’s
Challenge?
In African Communities
especially, women are still
struggling to break gender
stereotypes and to believe that
they are capable. Even those
who believe they are capable
often have to fight predatory
male behaviour in a bid to assert

“

Wisdom encompasses courage,
foresight, humility but also dignity.
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“

Wisdom encompasses courage,
foresight, humility but also
dignity. Wisdom tells me when
to still my mind amid chaos;
when to be silent and observe
and when to speak; when to
react and when to ignore.
Above all, wisdom allows me to
be human when necessary and
tough when I have to be. The
realisation of these truths has
become pillars that hold me up
during the tough moments that
we all must endure.
VISION– A leader needs the gift
of discernment that translates
into vision. Every progressive
action begins with an idea, a
vision. We are a complex people
of different mini cultures with a
larger cultural makeup. Vision
is what transforms the
seemingly barren to fruitfulness
and makes the most timid
believe he or she is a champion.
MY GREATEST INFLUENCE
My Heritage that gives me a
sense of identity, By that I mean
my African Heritage within
which nestles my Ghanaian and

GVW: Besides being a very
dynamic queen, where do you
see yourself in five years?:
Apart from running a highly
successful business, I would
like to see my role at GVWN
develop into a more strategic,
effective one of advocacy and
lobbying. I would also like to be
known globally as a champion
of Malaria prevention, and
Women’s entrepreneurial
empowerment. Beyond
that, I hope to inspire a new
generation of Female Traditional
Rulers to aspire to great
achievements.

and validate themselves. I would
like to be at the forefront of
breaking down those gender
stereotypes while providing
young women with alternatives
to early marriage, babies and
kitchen or on the other hand
the belief that only a white
collar job qualifies one as
successful. The African
Woman’s challenge is to
find way of taking back her
position of leadership.
GVW: What do you do to
relax?
I love to dance.
I love to cook; I love to have
spiritual and philosophical
conversations.
I love to read and I love to sing.
MY I.C.E. [INSPIRE.
CELEBRATE. EMPOWER]
VISION:
Inspire: Never assume you
are in it alone. Use your life’s
experiences as inspiration
for others. As a leader, carry
your team along with you. Be
prepared to leave behind those
who refuse to acknowledge
your worth. Set your value and
strive to maintain it.
Celebrate: Celebrate life,
Celebrate your achievements,
that of your family and friends,
and celebrate other women.
Remember the African proverb
that says “When Two Elephants
Fight, it is the Grass That
Suffers.” Elevate other women
who are trying to navigate this
complex world system just like
you are and share in the joy of
their success.
Empower: Build Resilience, keep
dignity and throw away ego. As
a leader, take your team with
you; it builds trust and loyalty.

Manage expectations and
deliver. Women are beginning
to take centre stage in world
affairs. Learn from it and aspire
to be significant. Empower
Female Traditional Rulers to
be even more progressive and
effective.
Africa has emerged as the new
frontier of opportunities and
it is crucial that we are part of
the agenda for progress and
development especially to
ensure that in that development,
we do not also lose our sense of
identity.
GVW: What final words of
wisdom do you have for our
readers?
No matter how big the platform,
opportunity, role, if it makes
you feel humiliated and less
than worthy, WALK AWAY
FROM IT! It is dangerous to stay
stuck because of other people’s
perceptions. You are in charge
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of your own destiny, so own it.
Don’t forget to live a little, play
a little, laugh a little and love a
little. Find your space once in a
while and tune off. The world
will carry on until you resurface.
A healthy you is so much more
effective. Everyone knows this
and so should you.
It is always better to do it little
by little if you don’t immediately
have the resources, than to wait
for the big break that may come
too late.
Remember, that we may not
always like each other, but we
have to work together for a
common purpose. When you
support your partners and
spouses to disrespect other
women, you undermine the
very essence of our collective
empowerment. Above all,
learn to express gratitude for
the small things because they
attract the big things.

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
MOLLY HARVEY

It was a true privilege to interview Molly Harvey, the Founder and CEO of Harvey Global. Molly
is also a Global Ambassador for Global Visionary Women Network. A no-nonsense, thought
provoking Leading Authority on Leadership and Cultural Transformation, with the incredible gift
of simplifying the complex.
By Dr Sylvia Forchap-Likambi
GVW: What inspires and drives
you to wake up every morning
and keep going on?
Since I was a young girl I have
always had a strong inner
guidance to leave a legacy
What gets me up out of bed
is the gift of a new day and to
think I can make a difference to
someone’s life. I am driven by
results and people.
GVW: In a few sentences, how
would you describe yourself?
I am a force of nature here to be
of service to humanity, my work
as a global leader is my calling.
I am compassionate, kind and
action orientated.
GVW: Could you briefly share
with us your greatest challenge
in life and how you overcame
this?
I have had many challenges in
my life and it is those challenges
that have made me who I am
today and who I am yet to

become.
One of my earliest challenges
was my father passing over
when I was 14 years old, and a
more recent challenge was my
marriage ending 3 years ago .
I was lucky enough to
experience a great marriage for
25 years and how we overcame
it as a family was love and
forgiveness.
At the end of the day love is our
only weapon. Love dissipates
the darkness and hard times.
GVW: What message would
you give to someone out there
who desires to be successful,
but has given up all hope?
Sometimes we have to turn
inwards and trust ourselves
when no one around us
believes in us. Never forget that
YESTERDAY ENDED LAST
NIGHT.
The courage is within you to
walk into your FEARS and
watch them shrink.
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You are full of possibility, and
no one can take your inner light
away… go out and shine
Every voice is needed right now
in the world … Start today and
take two small steps towards
the future that is yet yours to
create.
GVW: Do you have a motto in
life?
Yes. Don’t talk about it… just be
it.
GVW: Do you have a few
words of wisdom for readers?
Never leave someone or the
past live rent free in your head.
Today is a gift. Go out and
create your tomorrow… you
have greatness within you.
Pay attention to what is
happening around you. Pay
attention to who is around you.
And you will see your life
transformed.
www.harveyglobal.com

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
STEPHANIE DAWKINS
Global Visionary Woman had the privilege of having an in-depth interview with Stephanie
Dawkins; the former Global Senior Vice President for AB Volvo, and the first and only African
American to hold this position in more than 80 years of the company’s existence. This is what she
had to share with us.
By Dr Sylvia Forchap-Likambi
GVW: In a few words, how
would you describe yourself?
First and foremost, I’ve been
married for over 20 years to my
wonderful husband Keith and I’m
a proud mother of two beautiful
children, Amber and Justin; who
are currently attending college in
the United States. Even though I
have received numerous awards
and accommodations, my greatest
reward is my family.
I consider myself to be a
champion for the voiceless.
However, my resolve has become
even more determined to fight
against those who manipulate and
bully others. I have zero tolerance
for prejudicial “isms”, such as
racism and sexism and I will
defend and advocate accordingly.
I prefer working with global
companies, partnering on
international projects and
interacting with different cultures.
My ethics and values are strong
and I believe in paying it forward.
My word is my bond.
I can honestly say, as I’ve
become more seasoned in my
profession and confident in my
abilities; I no longer set limits
to what I can achieve nor will I
allow nay-sayers to negatively
influence my dreams. I am an

extremely positive woman and
I feel it’s important to celebrate
small successes as one journeys
towards their purpose. For
me, once I set a goal and make
a plan, there is absolutely no
stopping me until it is successfully
completed.
One critical component that
I realized earlier in my career
is that, “no man is an island”
and no one can do it alone.
Generally, when you recognize
that someone has succeeded or
reached the pinnacle of success,
more times than not, a team was
in the background supporting
their efforts.
GVW: What was your success
strategy that enabled you to
attain such a high and historic
position of leadership in the AB
Volvo?
Fortunately, I always had a strong
support system at home. My
husband left his career in order
for me to have a successful
career and be able to travel
abroad. Since my hometown is
in the state of Kansas, I had no
immediate family living in North
Carolina to help with the care
of our children. My husband
was able to give me comfort in
knowing that I could go abroad
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and our children were able to
have their father as their primary
caregiver. We made a decision
to have parental role reversals
for the benefit of our family. The
good news is, more and more
fathers are now “stay home”
dads.
One of the critical aspects of
having a successful career is to
obtain a mentor. I was fortunate
enough to have a well respected
mentor at the very beginning of
my career at Volvo. At the time,
he was the President of Volvo
Trucks. His support afforded
me the confidence to soar to
professional heights.
I often led projects that was
high profile and significantly
impacted the company’s bottom
line. Many of the projects I
worked on were extremely
challenging and many of my
colleagues would not consider
taking on those assignments.
Most of my company projects
were considered male dominated
assignments. Not only did I
accept the opportunities, I
excelled in obtaining results.
Volvo has always allowed me to
be true to who I am. As a matter
of fact, my mentor once told me;
if I ever had to change the person

that I am; then it will be time for
me to leave. His comment was
a welcome confirmation to my
belief system. Always be true to
yourself.
GVW: What was the greatest
challenge you encountered as
Global SVP for AB Volvo, and
how did you overcame it?
One of my greatest challenges
was when I had to investigate an
employee relations case regarding
a Sweden expatriate. At the
conclusion of my investigation,
my recommendation was to
end his assignment from North
America due to violating our
ethics policy and committing
fraud. At that time, I have
only been employed by Volvo
for about 3 years and my
recommendation to send an
expat back to Sweden was taboo.
As a result, I had to inform
Headquarters in Goteborg of
my findings. Regardless of the
outcome, I was committed to
my morals and he needed to
be released from his contract.
After I met with the some of
the top leadership in Sweden,
the final conclusion was to
actually terminate him from the
company. One of the SVPs from
headquarters told me how much
he appreciated my ethics and
how proud he was of me for
doing what was right. He then
whispered to me...”Stephanie, I
am yet to meet an American who
has the guts to do what you did,
regardless of politics”. I exhaled a
sigh of relief.
GVW: What made you give up
such a prestigious role and to
say “farewell” to the corporate
world?
Even though it wasn’t easy;
leaving Volvo was one of the

biggest professional decisions I
had to make in my career. I left
the company due to the lack of a
quality work-life balance. I had an
office in Goteborg, Sweden, and
one in the United States, yet my
children were very young.
During the latter part of my
corporate career at Volvo, I
encountered several tearful “Ahha” moments with my children.
I missed dance recitals, football,
volleyball, basketball games, and
even some birthdays. I even
missed a few of my wedding
anniversaries. For me, the price
of being a Global Executive was
too high. Once I came to the
decision to leave the Company,
I implemented my transition
strategy and moved on. I often
look back at tenure corporate
career and give thanks for the
opportunity and for that life
changing experience.
GVW: What message would
you give to an ambitious female
who desires to be successful, but
is limited by her gender, race, or
the “glass ceiling”?
I am so happy this question was
asked. In order to be successful,
my message is for them is not to
be caught up with “Catty” office
politics. Embrace your female
colleagues and support their
initiatives. Too often, I have found
that women have a tendency to
negatively impact other women
due to jealousy or the fear of not
being able to compete. This really
sickens me. We need to realize
that collectively, we can change
issues and circumstances if we
pro-actively support one another
and get out of our own way.
Women must also be willing
to accept and lead tough
assignments and successfully
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complete them before the
deadline. It’s really important
to be able to obtain a business
mentor who will champion her
creativity and hard work. Develop
a personal business plan. I speak
about this in my book “Corporate
Coffee...Success Never Tasted
So Good”. If we don’t plan our
future, we can’t depend on others
to hold our hands and plan it for
us. My message is to Speak Up
and Speak Often.
GVW: Do you believe in the
“glass ceiling”?
Yes, a “Glass Ceiling” does
exist. You can’t change the
facts unless you recognize the
facts. Overwhelmingly, our male
counterparts run the majority
of the top corporations around
the world and the “good ole boy”
network does exist. Realizing
that component as well as the
hypocrisy that goes along with
it, a woman must be politically
savvy enough to comprehend
the perils of undertaking a high
position. Both from a personal
standpoint and a business
standpoint, she will often be
challenged by men and women
alike, but it’s up to her on how
she responds to it.
GVW: Who inspires you most in
life and why?
I’m inspired by the unsung
heroes who don’t get recognized.
There are tens of thousands
of people who beat the odds,
don’t complain about their short
comings and are still able to get
it done. There is neither glitz
nor glamour for these unsung
heroes. To me, there is no better
human being, than one of a
humanitarian. To you, the unsung
hero; I honor and I salute you!!!!

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
DR KOITA IRFANA
Global Visionary Woman Magazine had the privilege of meeting and interviewing one of The
UK’s leading Fertility Consultant, Dr Koita Irfana. Dr Koita is a member of The Royal College
of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (MRCOG), UK, with a Masters in Healthcare Leadership
from Cornell University, USA. She has over 10 years of clinical experience in the field of assisted
reproduction, having worked at some of UK’s leading fertility clinics namely Kings College Hospital
London, CREATE Fertility London, CARE Fertility Nottingham and The CRGH London.
She is specialised in the treatment of women with reduced ovarian function or unsuccessful
stimulated IVF attempts, using Natural Cycle IVF treatment. Her clientele also includes women
who want to do Egg Freezing. She performs all the fertility related clinical procedures at a state
of the art IVF centre in London. The treatments are packaged to make fertility care efficient and
affordable. Let’s find out more about this amazing female leader and pioneer.
By Dr Sylvia Forchap-Likambi
“Having a baby and being a mother is every woman’s dream. However, not everyone can conceive at
the drop of a hat.”
GVW: Can you tell us about
yourself in a few words?
I am the director of IVF Matters
which is the UK’s 1st online
fertility clinic. As a London
based fertility consultant, I
have been successfully helping
couples conceive for the last 15
yrs. I feel really privileged to be
in this position.
GVW: What inspired you to get
into Women Fertility and start
your own fertility Centre?
Having a baby and being a
mother is every woman’s
dream. However, not everyone

can conceive at the drop of a
hat. Being a gynaecologist, I
wanted to help all those having
difficulties getting pregnant
realise their dream. Starting my
own fertility centre is in keeping
with that goal in mind.
GVW: Tell us about your
experience working with
women who are desperately
seeking to become mothers
at all costs, even without any
stable relationship?
The clock does start ticking for
women once they are in their
mid-thirties. Very often one may
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not be in a stable relationship
by then or may not be ready
emotionally or financially to take
on the responsibility to look
after a child. I see many women
on a daily basis that are in this
situation and it really breaks my
heart.
GVW: What message would
you give to our female readers
who are under so much
pressure to become mothers?
It’s best not to rush into making
hasty decisions, especially if you
do not feel ready to embark
onto motherhood. Egg Freezing

is a reasonable option. Explore
it and learn about it to make an
informed choice.
GVW: Could you briefly share
with us the greatest challenge
you have encountered as a
fertility specialist and maybe
female? How did you overcome
this?
My profession is full of
challenges. Treatment is very
expensive and yet we can’t
guarantee results nor can we
prevent miscarriages. Having
said that, we can help majority
of patients that come our way
and this is very rewarding.

ethical at all times and help
your patients do so too?
My patients are very vulnerable
indeed and it’s important to
ensure that the decisions made
are in their best interest. It’s
very hard to tell some of them
that they have come to the end
of their treatment and that they
should move on. It takes a lot of

courage to do that.
GVW: Who inspires you most
in life and why?
My patients inspire me. I feel
passionate about what I do and I
am constantly trying to improve
the patient pathways using my
web portal – IVF Matters!

GVW: With the digital era, we
are aware of so many false/
money making schemes out
there that take advantage of
these women’s vulnerability.
How do you ensure you remain

A CELEBRATION OF
WOMEN IN RESEARCH AT LJMU 2018

J

This is an all-inclusive event, open to
everybody and will take place at
The Liverpool Royal Court Theatre,
1 Roe Street, Liverpool, L1 1HL.
Register on eventbrite to attend.

oin GVWN at the second annual Liverpool
John Moores University (LJMU) Women
in Research conference on the 8th March
2018, in partnership with LJMU’s Outreach and
Equality and Diversity Teams. The event is part of
the International Women’s Day 2018 Campaign
and an opportunity to celebrate women’s
research from LJMU and acknowledge the
invaluable contribution that female researchers
have dedicated towards academia over the years.
It will outline current research across the faculties
at LJMU and include a poster competition for
both high school and post-graduate students.
Inspirational speakers from across a plethora of
research based disciplines will be in attendance,
including an opening address from Dame Lorna
EF Muirhead DCVO DBE.
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
YVONNE WILLIAMS

Be inspired by our interview with the well respected Senior National Sales Director of The Mary Kay
world, Yvonne Williams. She covers an International Area – that spans the globe, with Directors and
consultants in the UK, the Netherlands, the USA, and Canada.
GVW: What inspires and drives
you in life?
I am inspired to be the best that
I can be, to fulfill my God given
potential, and to leave this world
a better place.
GVW: In a few sentences, how
would you describe yourself?
Hardworking, desire for
excellence, committed, a woman
of my word
GVW: Briefly tell us about
Mary Kay and what makes you
so successful and resilient in
this venture?
Mary Kay is a simple business,
it’s not easy, but the formula
for success is proven, and a
business where ‘ you do onto
others as you would want
them to do onto you makes a
difference ‘ All I did was run on
the track that was already laid
down, and follow the examples
of the fabulous women before
me.

GVW: What has been your
greatest obstacle in this
business, and how did you
overcome this?
My greatest obstacle in this
business is the dependency
on other people who are not
always women of their world,
overcoming this is by just loving
them for where they are at.
GVW: What message or
advice would you give to
someone out there who desires
to get into a similar business,
but is afraid of not succeeding
due to past failures?
Learn from those failures,
there’s always a lesson, and
move on. Mary Kay Ash said
“we fail forward to success’
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GVW: What is your greatest
success strategy with proven
results?
Make plans, become financially
astute and never, never give up
on your dream.
GVW: Do you have a motto in
life? If so, what is your motto?
Success is always the result of
sacrifice. What are you prepared
to sacrifice to be successful?
GVW: Who is your greatest
inspiration and why?
My grandmother who raised
me, called me her princess and
made me believe that I could be
anything in this world, despite
the circumstances we lived in.

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
TARA HOWARD
Tara Howard is an Ex-commercial pilot, model, entrepreneur, and Founder of The Venus Awards,
which recognises regional business women across the UK.
“Being successful for me, means leading a happy and healthy life where I can inspire others.”
GVW: What inspires and drives
you in life?
Being able to make a difference.
Being able to provide
recognition for everything
women do, and celebrating
their achievements. Seeing how
I have helped them gives me
drive to continue appreciating
and celebrating more and more
women.
GVW: Briefly tell us about The
Venus Award and inspired you
to start the Award?
The Venus Awards aims to
recognise, reward and celebrate
local women in business. The
idea is for women to stand up
and let the world know what
they do, how they do it, and
the challenges they have faced.
We offer many different award
categories. Venus Awards was
started in 2009 after I was
nominated for an award myself.
I didn’t win, and noticed that
everyone who won was male!
This is what inspired me to
start awards, to truly recognise
hardworking and successful
women in business.
GVW: In a few sentences, how
would you describe yourself?

I take on a professional
approach with my work life
but always like to have fun! My
personality is bubbly, outgoing
and passionate. I believe in my
work and that is what drives
my enthusiasm and positive
attitude.
GVW: What does being
successful and fulfilled mean to
you?
Being successful for me, means
leading a happy and healthy life
where I can inspire others. As a
business women myself, I feel
fulfilled when I know I can help
other women achieve greatness.
Additionally, being healthy and
living till I’m 100 years old is
something else which would
make me feel successful in life.
GVW: Could you briefly share
with us your greatest challenge
in life and how you overcame
this?
My greatest challenge in life
was getting my commercial
pilot license. I was only in
my twenties and was a great
achievement for me. In order
to get my license I had to know
what I wanted/needed and not
be afraid to push for it. I had
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to overcome being frightened
to ask people for help or things
that I needed.
GVW: What has been your
greatest obstacle in business,
and how did you overcome
this?
Myself! I used to bite off a lot
more than I could chew. When
I realised this wasn’t benefiting
me I simply bit off less!
GVW: What is your greatest
success strategy with proven
results?
Always make goals! Know what
you want to achieve then take
massive action!
GVW: What message
would you give to someone
reading this, and desires to be
successful, but has given up all
hope due to past failures?
To remember that you are so
much more knowledgeable
now than when you started.
Everything you go through
is a learning opportunity and
you mustn’t waste that just
because you have failed. Try
again, and this time you will
have even more knowledge and
experience!

“The Law of Identity states that: When you do not know who you are or what you want in life,
there is a great tendency that you eventually settle for a mediocre life! Therefore, to live an all
fulfilling and exceptional life, it is paramount that you go back to the basics of self-identification.”
Dr Sylvia Forchap Likambi

Principles of Resolution unveiled…
This book represents a highly practical manual, full
of well tested and proven life principles and laws of
nature, indispensable for planning, preparing, and
achieving success and fulfillment in every area of life.
It is purposely designed and written to serve as a
practical step-by-step guide and manual; to equip
and empower you with the tools, resources, and
fundamental principles required to enable you to
have greater clarity, motivation, focus, resilience, and
accomplishment in all areas of your life.

7 Powerful Strategies for
overcoming Life Challenges
This is one of the most practical and contemporary
manual and resource book, full of powerful life
changing strategies and examples to empower and
enable you cope better with life challenges and
uncertainties. It reveals vital keys and strategies that
you could readily incorporate in your life, to enable
you take complete control of your life, become more
resilient, and experience a healthier and fulfilled
lifestyle—irrespective of what goes on around you or
in the world.
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quoting GVW#1.
Briefly, DRSLI is a Revolutionary Personal
Development and Wellbeing Consultancy/Training
Company working globally. They are a leading
authority in Empowerment and Transformation,
providing Award-winning Cutting Edge
Transformational and Motivational Programs and
services to develop and enhance the uniqueness,
productivity, resilience, sustainability, and wellbeing
of individuals, organisations, and institutions; with
outstanding results in establishing/re-establishing
clarity, vision, purpose, and motivation in individuals,
leaders, staff, and stakeholders; especially in
challenging and uncertain times. In the meantime, find
out about what drives them and sets them apart.

EDITORIALS

VISION:
To enable every single human on earth unleash their
authentic identity and life purpose, so they may be
able to live a purposeful, fulfilled, and extraordinary
life.

MISSION:
To impact and transform lives one person at a time,
so people no longer conform to societal norms and
limitations, but are transformed through the deliberate
renewal of their minds.

CORE CONVICTION:

G

VWN would like to extend heartfelt gratitude
to Dr Sylvia Likambi International (DRSLI), for
partnering with us to sponsor the release of
this debut issue of Global Visionary Woman Magazine.
In partnership with GVW Magazine, DRSLI is offering
an exclusive gift to all of our readers and partners.
Get an exclusive discount of 80% on any product
or service from DRSLI up to 31st March 2018, by

All humans are born equal and every individual is
unique and endowed with great potentials and abilities
to fulfil a unique mission on planet earth and impact
our world, regardless of their background or the
circumstances surrounding them.
We would recommend you explore and find out more
about DRSLI and their life changing services; including
intensive mentoring and coaching, and take advantage
of the
GVW EXCLUSIVE OFFER at:

www.drsylvialikambi.com
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
DR FON ELIZABETH
GVW: How would you describe
yourself?
My name is Dr Fon Elizabeth
and I am fun to be with. I am
an upbeat person who sees
the good in everything and in
everyone.

what has been your greatest
challenge?
My greatest challenge has been
to impose myself as a female
leader and not let the fact that
I have succeeded climb to my
head.

GVW: What motivates and
drives you in life?
I have had many experiences
that others may term difficult
but that have shaped me into
the person I am today.

GVW: What would you say
is a Key Challenge for African
female entrepreneurs and
leaders? How would you
navigate through this?
African female entrepreneurs
have an uphill task to be seen
as succeeding because they
have a brain in between their
ears and not because they sleep
with the men. They have to use
their nurturing skills in such a
versatile and cunning way that
the men will be willing to work
besides them to meet objectives
and not feel threatened. If the
men feel threatened, adding
ego to cultural heritage, the
men will spend all their time in
futile fights with these female
entrepreneurs. These female
entrepreneurs need to always
think of their cultural heritage in

GVW: Do you have a Motto in
Life, if so what is it?
Love is the Hug that Heals.
GVW: Who is your greatest
role model in life, and why?
My role model is my late mother.
A village girl who never went
to school but who had such
common sense to make us what
we are today.
GVW: As very successful/ high
profile female Doctor in Africa
involved in leading a variety of
National and Global Projects,
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everything they do so that they
do not succeed at the expense
of a collapse in their family
structure leading to a hollow
stressful success story.
GVW: Unlike many high profile
career/ corporate women, you
are a guru when it comes to
work Work/Life Balance. What
is your secret?
My secret is TESHO or Team
Spirit Holistic. My family is
organized as a winning football
team with my husband as the
team captain, me as the coach
and our kids as the star players.
We complete each other in the
areas of our weaknesses. We
may have conflicts but since we
are members of the same team,
we know how far is far enough.
There are boundaries that team
mates should not cross with
their words and actions. That is
what we teach to other families
so that they too can build team
spirit into their relationships.
Having a family act as a safety
net to catch you when you
fail is a reassuring comfort.

Having a family to dance the
victory dance with when you
succeed doubles the joy of a
female entrepreneur. My advice
to female entrepreneurs is to
always take your family along as
you climb higher because they
are the only ones to catch you
when you falter and fall. Surely
there are going to be times
when you will fail and you will
need them.
GVW: What advice would
you give to our female readers
who perceive marriage and
motherhood as a hindrance to
a successful career path?
Everyone has a right to their

opinion. As a medical doctor
who has been treating patients
for over 30 years before
becoming an entrepreneur,
I have this to say to female
entrepreneurs; Take a quiet
moment away from the hustle
and bustle of the flash lights
of fame and go inside you
to think. Project your mind
50years down the road of your
life and see yourself as an old
woman without the high heels,
the photographic flash lights
and all the applause. If you
will be comfortable without
someone to call yours, then
decide not to marry or become
a mother. If however you think

that after the fame and money,
you will want to spend some
quality time with someone you
can call yours, then go ahead
and build that healthy family
relationship because you will
need them down the road. We
have been made to believe that
a female entrepreneur has to
choose between success and
family. The truth however is
that if she makes a little effort
in the sphere of non-violent
communication and building
team spirit, she can have it all.
She can have a great Work/
Family Life Balance.

JOIN THE POWER COUPLE & FAMILY MOVEMENT!
Nurturing A Healthy Work-Life Balance
Is Pivotal To Our Success & Wellbeing
“Success & Fulfilment could never be achieved at the
expense of our relationships and family.”
Dr Sylvia Forchap Likambi
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
DR ANNIE LIM

Dr Annie is a serial entrepreneur; a playful and creative individual who lives to serve and
touch the lives of others through coaching, training and transformational work. She believes
in harnessing the core of women’s femininity – Heart & Soul to bring harmony, balance and
collaboration back to business. Be inspired!
By Dr Sylvia Forchap-Likambi
GVW: How would you describe
yourself?
I would describe myself, as
someone who is open to new
experiences and embraces the
journey of life while sharing love.
I was privileged to grow up in
a small town in Malaysia called
Kajang with two loving parents
and two younger brothers. My
mom is someone who continues
to demonstrate to me what
unconditional love is, and my dad
inspired me to be of service to
the community.
We didn’t have much growing
up; I would describe our family
as a low-income family. I was
fortunate to complete my
undergraduate and MBA in USA
through several scholarships.
I went back to Malaysia and
decided to work for Andersen
Consulting (now Accenture)

and several big 6 firms and
very quickly realized being an
employee wasn’t my thing. I
became an entrepreneur at the
age of 26.
Of course, we went through
several major failures, which
contributed to where I am today.
In 2002, my husband and I
decided to migrate to Canada
after going through a major
financial breakdown (I also at
this time decided to work on my
PhD under a full scholarship). We
decided to start afresh in a new
country, however, we didn’t get
our permanent residency until
2005 and by that time, our new
business was growing.
In 2008, we decided to move to
Canada to maintain our residency
and left the business in Malaysia.
It wasn’t easy in the beginning
being in a new country, however,
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we were willing to adapt and
learn and do what needs to be
done to make it work. Within
a short time, we started our
business in Canada, being a
country licensee for an energy
healing Products Company and
managed to create our livelihood
with this business.
During all those times, I
continued to focus on personal
development, which is what
I attribute to my growth and
achievements. In 2013, I decided
to start another new venture,
an online women summit event,
which expanded my network of
mentors and communities, and
the following year, it evolved
into WEWorld Network (Women
Entrepreneurs World Network)
and we have now expanded into
providing leadership programs
under the name Origin of
Wisdom and SEEDS Leadership.

Today, I am so honoured to have
amazing mentors and teachers
in my life who are doing amazing
global work contributing to
humanity. I am honoured to be
part of some of their work.

GVW: What is the key element
of your entrepreneurial spirit
and success?
Curiosity, Will, and Understanding
the importance of changing my
beliefs that created the results in
life.
GVW: What has been your
greatest business challenge
and how did you overcome it?
I would say the financial
breakdown we had in 2001 was
my biggest business challenge as
we were 500K in debt and half
of that was in credit card debt.
We failed because we couldn’t

collect from our clients. It wasn’t’
because we had no sales. We
didn’t manage to overcome it in
that business, however I certainly
learned the importance of
cashflow and brought the lesson
to our subsequent business
venture.

GVW: What inspires and drives
you?
Right now, Buckminister Fuller’s
vision of creating a world that
works 100% of the 100% of
humanity through adding value is
what drives me and inspires me in
whatever I do.
GVW: What is your Motto in
life?
Live an authentic, meaningful,
and powerful life with love.
GVW: What message do

you have for the Migrant
Woman who sees migration
as a disadvantage or an
opportunity?
To me, how you view it
determines your experience.
There’s a phrase that says,
“What you focus on expands”,
so therefore, if you choose to
see it as an opportunity, it will
be so. If you choose to see is a
disadvantage, it will be so. If you
have decided to migrate to a new
country, I invite you to choose
to integrate into the culture,
learn what is like living in that
country, be willing to be open
to new experiences, and very
importantly, ask for support –
don’t be afraid to ask for support.
There is a reason you chose to
migrate, thus continue to choose
to make it work.

THE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP SUMMIT AWARD
DINNER & ENTERTAINMENT NIGHT!
Saturday 3rd March 2018,
Marriott Marble Arch Hotel,
London W1H 5DN
SPECIAL RECOGNITION AWARDS TO GLOBAL FEMALE PIONEERS AND CHAMPIONS

Winner of “The Ultimate Branding” Award
Feature In GVW Magazine June 2018

BOOK YOUR TABLE OR COMPANY’S TABLE NOW!
Sponsorship & Partnership Opportunities!

CONTACT
enquiries@globalvisionarywomennetwork.org
Tel: +44 (0) 753 921 6072
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CLLR. NICK SMALL
Assistant Mayor of Liverpool
Cabinet Member for Schools and Education
Global Advisor for GVWN

C

llr. Nick Small is the
Assistant Mayor of
Liverpool and Cabinet
Member for Schools and
Education. He represents The
Central ward, a diverse inner-city
area of Liverpool, working with the
local community and supporting
community development. Cllr.
Nick was first elected in 2004 and
is a management consultant by
profession. His contribution to the
community development has put
Liverpool on the Map and helped
shape the story around community
development.
We are delighted to welcome Cllr
Small as Global advisor for GVWN.
To enable us to drive and expand
our global objectives and mission,
a Global Advisor role is imperative.
Our past collaboration with Cllr.
Small has distinguished him as a
committed and fervent leader with
in-depth knowledge and influence
in specific areas within his local
community and afar, which is

aligned with our values and vision,
and hence, makes him the best
candidate for this role. We are truly
honoured and privileged to have
him on board.
“Over the years, Cllr. Small has
supported us in many informal
ways and we believe the time has
come for us to formally recognise
his support.” Says Founder and
Global Chair; Dr Sylvia Forchap
Likambi. “His immense contribution
towards our Global Network and
Parent Organisation, VON, has
added more value than we could
ever be able to compensate him
for. Being our Global Advisor is an
excellent way to acknowledge his
support towards our Global Vision
and Network in general.”
“I am very delighted to join The
Global Visionary Women Network,”
Says Cllr. Small. “I believe every
community needs to work
together in an inclusive manner for
communal development.” He added
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In Cllr Small’s words, “Women’s
involvement in the economic
development of our City Region
and Nation as a whole is pivotal,
and we must seek to continually
minimise and eventually eliminate
those barriers/ factors that keep
them from becoming economically
viable and active.“
Cllr. Small has already commenced
his role at GVWN by providing
us with strategic guidance and
mentorship, and we will like to
thank him for his timeless guidance
and wisdom.

SO WHAT IF I HAVE NO SONS?
NDAH MBAWA
If I had a penny for every time
I got asked about trying for
another child…a 4th child…a
boy, I’d be giving the next
millionaire a decent run for their
money. The question generally
arises from a strong belief
that one ought to have a male
child or from harmless casual
banter. It is the former we
are concerned with here. The
most classic of such times was
when one of my lovely relations
cornered me during a trip back
home and shared this advice
“Big Mami, e go fine say make
you try born boy so that your
foot go stand fine for your man
e compound.” Paraphrasing from
lingua franca…“Grandma (as I am
fondly called for being named
after my grandma), it would be
good to have a boy so you can
make secure, you’re standing in
your marriage/husband’s family.”

Ha!
The irony of this was that,
we were stood outside the
chalet she now occupied in her
parents’ compound. Despite
having more sons than one
could shake a stick at, she’d
taken the high speed divorce
train back home. God help us!
You see…where I come from,
in the grasslands of Cameroon,
Central Africa, bringing forth
a male child or chop-chair
(heir) has long been a source
of validation, a justification of
one’s dowry. That yoke is slowly
being laid to rest as people now
not only appreciate more and
more the blessing of a child (girl
or boy), but also the burden
they spare themselves by being
less fixated on the genitalia
of the one who will carry on
their legacy. Why a woman, by
herself, is not enough in the
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INSPIRATION

“

Despite having
more sons than one
could shake a stick
at, she’d taken the
high speed divorce
train back home.
God help us!

“

first place is not a battle for this
generation or the next.
I won’t lie. For a while, I was
genuinely challenged by being
a boy short of that perfect
combination. With each of our
last 2 girls we had a “just-incase” boy name. Just in case
what? Well, just in case the
gender prediction scan missed
the little sticky-uppy thing

and Kaitlyn turned out to be
Malachi! I badly wanted the
privilege of being attacked in
the face by a stream of wee; of
having a chance to prove that
men can be taught emotional
intelligence; of having to brace
myself for the onslaught of
teen age testosterone, etc This
world is in dire need of good
men, good husbands & good
fathers. So not having a boy
whom I could raise to be all that
and more, left me longing…a
longing which started off as
a mere fling and stopped just
short of becoming a full blown
obsession.
It was a late hour conversation
with a taxi driver which finally
forced me to take a righteous
anger to the suggestion that
having 3 healthy, beautiful &
smart girls is anything other
than the magical blessing it truly
is. On this day, having given yet
more blood and sweat to my
project at work, I was in a cab
headed home, at an hour east of
midnight. On finding out I had
3 kids, he immediately piped up
“oh 2 girls and a boy?” I’m not
sure if it was because I didn’t
have time for drivers at wee
o’clock in the morning or it was
the sheer “I’ve had enoughness”
of it all. Something about that
utterance got me, riled me and
prosecuted me too.
How come it wasn’t 2 boys and
a girl or 3 boys or better still,
3 girls? His casual assumption
was loaded with the undertones
of gender bias…a prince and 2
maidens. What utter rubbish!.
In truth, I had no squabbles
with the guy, especially because

that assumption probably came
from his ethnic conditioning.
It was that utterance. That
utterance…Urghhh!! Here I
am, with my 3 Crown Jewels!
A trio of strong girls who are
well behaved….well, most of
the time. Yet, somehow…a
hidden expectation attempts to
impose an apologetic stance,
restlessness almost, upon me
because my contribution to
humanity doesn’t include one
who evacuates their bladder
from an upright position.
Double ha! You might say the
world is full of such stereotypes.
You would be correct…but if we
each picked one to dissemble
in our own small way, we’d be
well on the way to an all-round
better experience for most.
If I’m being honest, my angst
was partly down to the guilt I
felt for those times when my
wishes were blue. This was
what prosecuted me. Had I
invited this conclusion by a
wistful inflection of voice in
responding to his question? It
was a worthwhile conversation
to have though. It caused me
to stop and rethink not only the
confidence with which I ought
to respond to this question in
the future but also to be careful
not to invite the conclusion
that I wasn’t done trying. It
encouraged me to unsubscribe
from the lame cop out that a
baby’s sex is determined by the
man. Yes it is, but brandishing
this excuse assumes there is a
buck to be passed here. There
isn’t. It is what it is… a gift,
Period.
Amazing thing is, as each bundle
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of head, hands, legs with a
heartbeat in between tumbled
out of me, I wondered who
on earth could ever take their
place. I am blessed to have
nephews to spoil but if I were
given a boy of my own now, I
truly wouldn’t know what to do
now. Besides that, there’s the
matter of the avalanche having a
boy would release into the neat
little ecosystem our family has
got going. Don’t get me wrong,
if it were to happen, I’m sure
we would be all the better for it
especially as a certain someone
might cease to ram the love
of Arsenal FC down my girls’
throats!
Next to God, these girls and
their father are my signature,
my license, my why. They
authenticate me! It’s therefore
easy to see why my blood
threatens to boil if anyone
makes a throw away comment
which implies they are not
enough. So when next I am
faced with the suggestion that I
ought to put my body and bank
balance through the blender to
feel secured in my husband’s
compound, I’ll start by clarifying
that my formidable self is quite
enough…thank you very much.
Most of all, there are the girls,
fine human beings, who will
accomplish as much as any boy…
if not more, if I have anything to
do with it.
In sharing this insight into my
journey through sonlessness, if I
manage to relate to anyone and
aid their release from the same
vulnerabilities, then this would
have served its purpose.

INSPIRATION

DON’T PUT THE BLAME ON ME DEAL WITH MY BELIEFS!
DON’T PUT THE BLAME ON ME!
Dr Sylvia Forchap-Likambi
As Jane stood there looking at
me perplexed and in total denial,
I could only imagine hearing
these words echo in my mind,
“Now, I would like to caution
you, before you take the blame
on me…check it out with my
beliefs! I am not responsible
for this mess in which I find
myself…My beliefs are! I am not
responsible for the way my live
is going right now, my beliefs
are! I am not responsible for
this failure…my beliefs are…Ok?
So before you take it on me…
start pointing fingers at me and
calling me names, why not have
a mature conversation with my
beliefs/ belief system…the one
in charge and in control! The
one who is faulty and limiting us
all?”

I am like…”Ok… now, I get
it… let’s have this mature
conversation then!” “Who do
you believe you are? Where
do you believe you have come
from? What do you believe you
can do? What do you believe
is your purpose? What do you
believe you were created and
put on planet earth to do?
Where do you believe is your
final destination? What are the
fundamental beliefs that uphold
and guard you?” I added, “We
are simply the sum total of our
beliefs/ Belief Systems!”
Now, my question is: do you
believe that you are beautifully,
wonderfully, and fearfully
made? Do you believe you are
an original and masterpiece,
uniquely designed and created
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by The Most High God? Do
you believe you are a victor
and conqueror? Do you believe
you are the best of best? Do
you believe you are wired
and destined to succeed, and
success is your birthright? Do
you believe you were born to
live, be happy, prosperous, and
enjoy life to the fullest? Do you
believe you are a leader and
change agent? Do you believe
you are a symbol of love, peace,
and hope to mankind? Do you
believe every mess/ storm
you have encountered and will
encounter in life is a powerful
message and symbol of hope
and life to someone going
through that same mess/ storm
now or who will go through in
the future?

Our beliefs are simply the seeds
that give birth to who we are
and the kind of fruits/ actions
we display… Hence, if we do
not like the life we have and
are living today…no one is to
blame…no one is responsible…
but you and me, beloved!
Now, neither you nor I could
say…” but I had no choice…”
The simple truth is, no one can
impose a belief/ belief system
on us, unless we choose to
accept it and adopt it as our
new belief system… Not even
God, in all His Sovereignty can
impose a belief system on you
and me…if this was possible,
then all humans living today
would believe in Him! We
simply chose to believe or not
to believe in Him, in exactly
the same way we choose to
believe or not to believe in what
we are been told or fed with!
Hence, let’s make no excuses
or justification…such are for
children, not grownups!
On the contrary, you are who
you are today and hold the
beliefs you do today because
you chose to sow and/ or
nurture and give life to those
seeds/ beliefs sown in you,
consciously or unconsciously…
directly or indirectly! You might
have taken on certain seeds/
beliefs, because you were
born, grew up or lived in an
environment where only such
seeds/ beliefs were sown…and
hence, you now hold onto those
seeds/ beliefs! But guess what?
Unless you decide to nurture,
feed, and give roots/ life to
those seeds/ beliefs through
your thoughts…then all attempts
for them to take root/life and

sprout becomes in vain! In order
words, unless you feed them
and enable them to take root
and grow in your mind through
your thoughts… every seed and
belief sown in your mind/ life
becomes dead and lifeless! In
essence…as you think, so you
become… because as you think,
you give root and life to every
dead seed/ idea, philosophy,
word, concept, etc spoken/
sown into your life and mind…
in order words, you resurrect
them in your mind, and make
them become alive again as
they sprout out through your
words, actions/ deeds! Hence,
be careful and mindful of the
thoughts you have…as they
are the roots/ only source of
nutrients for all seeds/ beliefs
sown into your life!
For this reason, you are solely
responsible and accountable
for the beliefs you hold about
yourself today… because you
gave life to them through your
thoughts! Of note, no one
knows or sees your beliefs and
thoughts…until you begin to
express them via your words,
actions, deeds, and habits.
Consequently, no one has
control over them but you! The
world can only get a glimpse of
these when they start coming
out, and are being expressed in
your words and actions…in the
same way, the world could only
get a glimpse of a seed that has
been sown in the soil when it
starts shooting out of the soil…
through its stem, branches,
leaves, and eventually, its fruits!
Change your beliefs and change
your life! Change your seeds
and change your fruits…there
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is simply no other way of doing
this! The harvest does not
determine the fruit…the seed
does! Your actions do not define
you, your beliefs do! We are
bound to reap what we sow!
For example, you cannot believe
in love, yet sow hatred…You
cannot believe in kindness, yet
sow wickedness, you cannot
believe in good, yet sow evil…
You cannot believe in justice,
yet sow injustice… You cannot
believe in peace, yet sow war…
You cannot believe in the light,
yet sow darkness! We could
never defile principles and laws
of nature… Whether we believe
in them or not, they stand firm
and have an effect on us and in
our lives!
Beloved, lets sow the seeds of
the fruits we would love to reap
today… not tomorrow, now…
not later- and enjoy life to the
fullest!
Be blessed and inspired to take
actions today!
By

Dr Sylvia Forchap-Likambi

“

You are solely
responsible and
accountable for
the beliefs you
hold about yourself
today… because
you gave life to
them through your
thoughts!

“

INSPIRATION

LEADERSHIP ROLE OF WOMEN IN
PEACE BUILDING AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Nkwain John Paul Sam

T

he Oxford Advanced
Learners Dictionary
defines peace as freedom
from disturbance; tranquillity.
According to Ronald Reagan,
peace is not the absence of
conflict; it is the ability to
handle conflict by peaceful
means. H.E. Ellen Johnson
Sirleaf, President of Liberia
and H.E. Atifeke Jahjaga,
former President of Kosovo
are extraordinary women that
have done great things for
their respective countries in
post-conflict environments and
impacted so positively the lives
of their fellow citizens.
Peace is not limited to the
absence of conflict – but the
ability to manage conflict
constructively, as an important
opportunity for change and

increased understanding. It
involves a commitment to
understanding, celebrating
and learning from difference.
It is also the promotion of
individuality - a commitment
not to harm, but also to nurture,
all individuals; and women can
better exercise this leadership
role.
Success stories of other women
in conflict resolution have been
registered in other countries like
Uganda where women and girls
gather around in peace huts to
mediate and resolve community
disputes that would have rather
resulted into bigger conflict. A
women’s network of mediators
in Burundi has been addressing
thousands of local-level
conflicts, in particular in the
lead-up to the 2015 elections.
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In Cameroon, we have
Dr. Ndiloseh, CEO of the
Foundation for Peace and
Solidarity (FPS) – a Cameroonbased non-profit outfit with
catchment and outreach
operations across Africa – which
works to reconcile conflict
communities through human
rights and peace education.
Amy Banda, a Cameroonian
journalist, does her very best to
target peace and ensure conflict
resolution in all the spheres she
finds herself. She has a strong
will, desire, urge, free spirit, and
burning zeal to change vices
into virtues. As founder of
TARGET PEACE, she uses her
impeccable oral expression skill
to preach peace at all levels;
and organizes discussions,
forums, and conferences where
the underlying theme of peace

always surfaces as she speaks.
She’s married and in her own
words, ‘peace begins with a
smile’ and ‘we should always
make peace a target’. She
has an easy going aptitude, a
high sense of adaptability and
a natural emotion of linking
people from different horizons
with one goal to achieve.
The United Nations Security
Council Resolution 1325
urges countries “to ensure
increased representation of
women at all decision making

levels in national, regional and
international institutions and
mechanisms for the prevention,
management and resolution
of conflict” and this is because
women peace builders bring
on different perspectives and
priorities to men in the peace
building process; and their role
in re-establishing the social
fabric in the aftermath of
conflict is vital.
Women & girls must be included
in the peace building processes
because they contribute to at
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least half or more than half of
every society and are the key
care takers of the family. Their
meaningful inclusion in conflict
prevention and resolution
processes is directly linked
to the sustainability of peace
agreements and the decrease in
levels of reoccurring violence.
By

Nkwain John Paul Sam
Business Consultant
Cameroon.

FROM FEAR & DESPAIR TO
GREAT COURAGE & CONFIDENCE

INSPIRATION

MY JOURNEY TO A MEANINGFUL & PURPOSEFUL LIFE
Oluwatoyin Akinduro (Mrs)
Voice of Nations is an institution
under the tutorship of Dr Sylvia
Forchap-Likambi that I can
never forget in my life.
After a devastating road
traffic accident I was involved
in 4 years ago, life became
meaningless to me. It looked as
though that was the end to my
career, because of my constant
fear of the unseen and lack of
confidence. I always asked the
question, “When will I ever go
back to work? Will I ever be
able to function to my fullest
capacity and potential?
The tuition on wellbeing,
unleash your authentic identity,
developing unwavering
confidence, and public
speaking under Dr Sylvia and
her mentorship has helped
me to recognise and develop
strategies to cope with the
stresses and strains.
Before this training and my
mentorship with Dr Sylvia, I
did not have the confidence to
speak in public or to attend an
interview; but now I am bold
with confidence, can confidently
speak in the public and can
attend face-face interviews
without fear or stress.
These training and mentorship
have profoundly transformed
my life, and I am now looking

forward to acquiring more
skills and further my career in
teaching and learning in the
Early Years Educational Sector,
because of my passion for
young children development.
Hope my story inspires you to
believe change is possible in
every situation!
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Thank you,

Oluwatoyin Akinduro (Mrs)

“When will I ever go
back to work? Will I ever be
able to function to my fullest
capacity and potential?”

EDITORIAL

G

lobal Visionary Woman Magazine had
the privilege of meeting the multiaward winning Founder and President
of Options International, Mike Labbe and his
amazing team. The one thing that immediately
stood out for us is his incredible involvement
of a very high rate of female leadership in his
team, and we immediately saw a close fit with
our vision. Options International is changing
the paradigm of housing; providing more
women with the opportunities to be at the
forefront of housing. Let’s find out who they
are, and what they do differently.
Options International has been involved in
Africa for nearly 8 years and has focused
on providing jobs through the development
of housing. The key however, is that the
surplus generated from housing goes into a
Community Wealth Fund which is designed
to provide start-up capital for housing and a
host of social enterprises, that in turn, will put
their respective surplus back into the Fund.
The long-term goal is to have many viable
businesses on the ground, all generated from
wealth created in Africa.
We are very excited about the work we
are doing in Africa, and the results we have
achieved. We truly believe that over time
and with the right partnerships we can have

a positive impact on the economies of the
countries that we are in, and eventually Africa
as a whole. We aspire to work with as many
dedicated individuals as possible. We have
elaborated our thinking into a vision that
involves three key goals:
1. All of our associated companies
must generate a profit eventually
2. Allowing every child an equal
opportunity to reach their full potential to do
good
3. Operating in a sound environmental
manner to protect the planet for thousands of
years
To meet these goals, we are looking for
individuals that are passionate about Africa.
Our teams are composed of individuals born,
raised, and educated in the countries that
we work in; which gives us assurance and
a competitive edge, as they have detailed
knowledge of the local regulations and
approval structure to be successful. To date,
we have successful teams in Cameroon,
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Rwanda,
Kenya and Uganda; with Nigeria and
Ghana to be established in 2018 (www.
optionsinternational.net).
Options International offers many
opportunities to enable you get involved,
including:
1. Investing in a Home
• High quality, affordable homes that
create jobs in the process
2. Joining our Sales Team
• Flexible commission-based sales
efforts for the countries we are working with
3. Establishing a Local Team
• Working with a group back home to
deliver housing that makes a difference
4. Developing a Lending Group
• Investing small monthly amounts in
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order to provide mortgages
and other investment
opportunities to social
enterprises.
We have an interest in
working with like-minded
individuals and are very
excited about the opportunity
to present at The Global
Women Leadership Summit in
March 2018. We would like
to use our presentation to go
through our experience and

highlight the opportunities
for the Global Visionary
Women Network and
delegates. It is extremely
important to us for our teams
to have a meaningful female
component. The teams with
a strong representation of
women will achieve better
results more quickly.

most importantly, we are
looking forward to your
questions/ feedback, and
to engage and interact with
those interested in our work.
You are welcome to send us
your questions in advance,
and where possible, the
answers will form part of our
presentation at the Global
Women Leadership Summit.

We look forward to sharing
our vision and exciting
opportunities with you, but

Options Cameroon Team & office in Limbe II

Ocean View Estate, Limbe II development

Ocean View Estate, Limbe II development

Options Kenya Team

Hillside Homes, Ngong Kenya

Hillside Homes, Ngong Hills Kenya
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SPECIAL PAGES

key factors behind our outstanding
success. This is what you should
look for in any franchise you’re
considering.
The Hybrd Business Opportunity
offers a Generous Compensation
Plan to quickly see your income and
influence rise to the top!
Sound Business Training
Hybrd was developed by a team of
highly skilled business ¬associates
with a vast range of experience in
product development, sales and
management. Seminars and training
are available to help you boost
your client-base, understand your
products, and run a successful
business for yourself.
High Quality Products And Services
Our

operational

passionate about the growth of

factors behind our outstanding

offering

success. This is what you should

Business advice and tips. Her

Marketing and Advertising for
Nubian business owners. She
has a degree in Advertising and
Brand Management, and will
be relaunching her Jewellery
and natural skin care business
next year. One of her greatest
skills is connecting like-minded
people together and referring

look for in any franchise you’re
considering.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY WITH
LOW FINANCIAL RISK

There has never been a better time

Are you looking for a business opportunity with low
financial risk and a high income earning potential? If yes,
then your Hybrd business is that perfect opportunity
you have been looking for.
The Health and Beauty market is £500 billion annually,
globally.

Hybrd is providing an opportunity for you

to gain a foothold in this huge, highly
profitable market.
HYBRD Network business is becoming

businesses.

more

Next year looks promising for

potential to earn a very lucrative stream

the young Multiprenuer Tojake

of income, as well as time freedom, in

Fatimah

Uk-Wade,

as

she

return for a low financial risk. In particular,

engages

in

projects,

HYBRD network marketing is one of

diverse

including promoting Nubian Coworking office spaces for small
businesses and Startups in UK
and beyond.

CONTACT:
Email: bcmediaglobal@gmail.com,

combined

support and resource are the key

beyond. She is a Marketing and

to highlight the importance of

systems,

with our unparalleled head office

the Nubian people in UK and

main focus is organising events

will

market place, Our marketing and

Multiprenuer Londoner, who is

consultant

products

command respect for you in the

Tojake Fatima Uk-Wade is a

Branding

advanced

and

more

attractive

with

the

the cheapest and fastest growing home
based business opportunities In UK and
has one of the highest income generating
potentials. One of the main attractions of a
HYBRD network marketing business is, in
return for a low start up investment, there
is the potential to earn a very high residual
income, it has significant tax advantages
and minimal ongoing costs.

Twitter: @bcmedia_global.

Our advanced marketing and operational

Website: www.nustargemz.com

head office support and resource are the

systems, combined with our unparalleled
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to join Hybrd. We welcome you to
fulfil your dreams!

Contact:
Sesime Dua
Hybrd Sales Director
07905168162

NDAH MBAWA
When GVW Magazine met up with Ndah Mbawa, the brain
behind inspiritedmusings.com, we instinctively knew her
inspiring articles and stories would make such a difference
in the lives of the many women we work with. These are
heydays for womankind. In the words of this inspiring lady,
“We need to stop the rhetoric and get on with the action.”
With a knack for words which enthral her readership as
they journey through her stories, she continues to inspire
thousands. GVWN is therefore thrilled to partner with
inspiritedmusings.com for the publication of articles which
true to their vision will fire up the imagination, resolve and
commitment to do and be better in a host of different ways.
Do head to www.inspiritedmusings.com to revel in the
experience of her work.
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GLOBAL VISIONARY WOMEN NETWORK
BACKGROUND & GLOBAL OBJECTIVE:
Global Visionary Women Network (GVWN) is a unique global network, affiliated to award winning
“Behaviour Changed” Community Interest Company (Voice of Nations), and the first of its kind
ever set up in Liverpool/UK, with a global perspective and vision, to foster and encourage global
empowerment, leadership, and transformation, through the provision of a global platform for national
and international collaboration, knowledge exchange and investment opportunities.
GVWN was founded by Dr Sylvia Forchap-Likambi, and launched on the 8th of March 2014. Dr Sylvia
had a vision, that someday, every female child worldwide would become aware of their authentic
identity, worth and value, and take full control and responsibility of their lives again, regardless of their
skin colour, background, culture, religion, or the circumstances surrounding them. They will be able to
make fundamental choices and decisions that will shape and determine their lives and destiny, and not
let man or society shape and determine these for them.

GLOBAL VISION:
Unite visionary women from all walks of life and nations, to empower, and transform the ordinary girl
child and woman into extraordinary citizens and leaders of purpose.

GLOBAL MISSION:
• Unleash the authentic identity and purpose of every female worldwide.
• Become an exceptional role model, ambassador, and advocate for gender equality,
social justice, and inclusion.
• Influence and transform policies and laws that affect the female child, to include and
support them triumph into leadership positions.
• Organize strategic national and international summits and conventions designed to
share good practices/knowledge and educate, empower, and mentor young girls
and women to fulfil their maximum potential.
From 2018, Membership to The Global Visionary Women Network is free. We are currently seeking
for Global Ambassadors and partners to represent us in Europe, America, Canada, Africa, and Asia.
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Ethiopian Airlines recently made history, as it transported its
passengers from the Bole International Airport Addis Ababa to
the Murtala International Airport Lagos on a Boeing B777-300 ER
plane operated by an all-female crew.

ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES OPERATES FIRST
ALL-FEMALE FLIGHT CREW IN AFRICA

www.ethiopianairlines.com
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